Registration of Vendors

In view of the fact that all different types of libraries have similar types of requirements pertaining to:

1. Books / Journals
2. Library Stationery
3. Library Furniture / Fittings
4. Library Software

The present ILA website provides an opportunity for Library Vendors to register themselves on the given Link which will provide their Names and Addresses in each category. The interested vendors are therefore advised to enroll themselves on payment of Rs. 1000/- per year per category. Only after registration, their names and addresses and also the link of their websites, if any will be provided on ILA website. For the purpose, the basic requirement will be to produce/ provide certificates from at least two Universities / Reputed Colleges for rendering satisfactory services to them.

The cheque / demand draft may be drawn in favour of Indian Library Association at any Bank in Delhi. Outside cheques must include Rs 100 /- as bank commission charges.